LncRNA-disease associations prediction using bipartite local model with nearest profile-based association inferring.
There is much evidence that long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) is associated with many diseases. However, it is time-consuming and expensive to identify meaningful lncRNA-disease associations (LDAs) through medical or biological experiments. Therefore, investigating how to identify more meaningful LDAs is necessary, and at the same time it is conducive to the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of complex diseases. Considering the limitations of some current prediction models, a novel model based on bipartite local model with nearest profile-based association inferring, BLM-NPAI, is developed for predicting LDAs. This model predicts novel LDAs from the lncRNA side and the disease side, respectively. More importantly, for some lncRNAs and diseases without any association, the model can also be predicted by their nearest neighbors. Leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) and 5-fold cross validation are implemented for BLM-NPAI to evaluate the performance of this model. Our model is superior to current advanced methods in most cases. In addition, to verify the validity and reliability of BLM-NPAI, three disease cases and three lncRNA cases are analyzed to further evaluate BLM-NPAI. Finally, these predicted novel LDAs are confirmed by using the LncRNADisease database.